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Counting by 7s
Nigella Collection: a vibrant new look for Nigella’s classic cookery books. 'This is for those days or evenings when you want
to usher a little something out of the kitchen that makes you thrill at the sheer pleasure you’ve conjured up.' The classic
baking bible by Nigella Lawson (‘Queen of the Kitchen’ – Observer Food Monthly). This is the book that helped the world
rediscover the joys of baking and kick-started the cupcake revolution, from cake shops around the country to The Great
British Bake Off. How To Be a Domestic Goddess is not about being a goddess, but about feeling like one. Here is the book
that feeds our fantasies, understands our anxieties and puts cakes, pies, pastries, preserves, puddings, bread and biscuits
back into our own kitchens. With luscious photography, easy recipes, witty food writing and a beautiful hardback design,
this is a book you will treasure for many years as well as a delicious gift for friends and family. Cakes - from a simple
Victoria Sponge to beautiful cupcakes Biscuits - macaroons, muffins and other indulgent treats Pies - perfect shortcrust and
puff pastry and sweet and savoury recipes Puddings - crumbles, sponges, trifles and cheesecakes Chocolate - luscious
chocolate recipes for sharing (or not) Children - simple recipes for baking with kids Christmas - pudding, Christmas cakes,
mince pies and mulled wine Bread - finally, the proof that baking bread can be fun, with easy bread recipes The Domestic
Goddess’s Larder - essential preserves, jams, chutneys, curds and pickles that every cook should have

Savory Bites From Your Cake Pop Maker
The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She Glows "Angela Liddon knows that great cooks depend on fresh
ingredients. You'll crave every recipe in this awesome cookbook!" —Isa Chandra Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It "So many
things I want to make! This is a book you'll want on the shelf." —Sara Forte, author of The Sprouted Kitchen A self-trained
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chef and food photographer, Angela Liddon has spent years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking, creating inventive
and delicious recipes that have brought her devoted fans from all over the world. After struggling with an eating disorder for
a decade, Angela vowed to change her diet — and her life — once and for all. She traded the low-calorie, processed food
she'd been living on for whole, nutrient-packed vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her energy
soared, she healed her relationship with food, and she got her glow back, both inside and out. Eager to share her realization
that the food we put into our bodies has a huge impact on how we look and feel each day, Angela started a blog,
ohsheglows.com, which is now an Internet sensation and one of the most popular vegan recipe blogs on the web. This is
Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook, with a trasure trove of more than 100 moutherwatering, wholesome recipes — from
revamped classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive dishes — all packed with flavor. The Oh She Glows
Cookbook also includes many allergy-friendly recipes — with more than 90 gluten-free recipes — and many recipes free of
soy, nuts, sugar, and grains, too! Whether you are a vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat delicious food that
just happens to be healthy, too, this cookbook is a must-have for anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Delicious Under Pressure
Delicious Under Pressure, The Blue Jean Chef Meredith Laurence's second pressure cooker cookbook is full of easy, flavorful,
and unexpected pressure cooker recipes, making a pressure cooker a must-have appliance. The book covers the basics of
pressure-cooking as well as offers more advanced recipes for more experienced cooks. The result is delicious and the bonus
is time, with all these recipes taking one third of the time of traditional cooking methods. Recipes include Tortilla soup,
Spinach and Three Cheese Manicotti, Hunter's Beef Stew, Pork Carnitas, Thai Coconut Mussels, Portobello Mushroom and
Zucchini Moussaka, Beets and Potatoes with Bacon, Blueberry Polenta with Bananas and Maple Syrup, and Brown Sugar
Bourbon Bread Pudding, including all-new chapters on Vegetarian Main Courses and Breakfast Dishes. Don’t settle for the
same old pressure cooker foods. Get Delicious Under Pressure.

The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
Who says vanilla isn’t sexy? Harvested from the pods of beautiful and exotic orchids, vanilla is a delicious flavor enjoyed by
people all over the world. Pure Vanilla celebrates its unique taste with a stunning array of recipes, from cakes and cookies
to custards and creams. Indulge in Glazed Vanilla Bean Doughnuts, Vanilla Cloud Cake, and Vanilla Bean Meringue Kisses
and Sea Salt Caramels. Cozy up with a bowl of Warm Vanilla Rice Pudding or a steaming mug of Malted White Hot
Chocolate. Spread Golden Pear Vanilla Jam on your breakfast pastries or serve up a bowl of the world’s most popular ice
cream flavor—all made from scratch With a complete history of vanilla from orchid to extract, Pure Vanilla provides the
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origins and tasting notes for all of today’s varieties—plus 80 recipes and dozens of photographs. Also included are recipes
for Homemade Vanilla Extract, Vanilla Sugar, and Vanilla-Infused Liquors. So step aside, chocolate! It’s time for Pure Vanilla.

100 Days of Real Food
Through 150 decadent and smart recipes, the Food Network icon explores how the relationships with her family have
shaped her as a chef and home cook. "This book is who I am now--it is a road map to who I am as a cook, parent, and
daughter. These recipes are the evolution of me." For Alex Guarnaschelli, cooking has never been just about getting dinner
on the table. With a legendary cookbook-editor mother (Maria Guarnaschelli) and a food-obsessed father, the Food Network
icon and Iron Chef has always been immersed in the culinary world. Now with a daughter of her own, food and cooking
mean even more to her. In Cook with Me, Alex charms readers with 150 honed, smart recipes complimented by insightful
and heartfelt reflections. She shares dishes she grew up with, like her mom's classic roasted chicken with barbecue sauce,
the Baked Ziti that she wishes she grew up with (she had to experience it first in a restaurant--her mom refused to make
it!), her dad's steamed pork and rice dumplings, as well as the recipe for broccoli that encouraged her daughter to embrace
and devour this divisive vegetable. You'll find two ways to make spaghetti and meatballs--Godfather-style and Goodfellasstyle--as well as luscious desserts like a Blueberry Crumble inspired by the version her mom made during blueberry season
every summer. Alex's passion for food and heritage sparkles in this deliciously poignant tribute to the food that defines a
family.

An Edible Mosaic
#1 New York Times Bestseller The creator of the 100 Days of Real Food blog draws from her hugely popular website to offer
simple, affordable, family-friendly recipes and practical advice for eliminating processed foods from your family's diet.
Inspired by Michael Pollan's In Defense of Food, Lisa Leake decided her family's eating habits needed an overhaul. She, her
husband, and their two small girls pledged to go 100 days without eating highly processed or refined foods—a challenge
she opened to readers on her blog. Now, she shares their story, offering insights and cost-conscious recipes everyone can
use to enjoy wholesome natural food—whole grains, fruits and vegetables, seafood, locally raised meats, natural juices,
dried fruit, seeds, popcorn, natural honey, and more. Illustrated with 125 photographs and filled with step-by-step
instructions, this hands-on cookbook and guide includes: Advice for navigating the grocery store and making smart
purchases Tips for reading ingredient labels 100 quick and easy recipes for such favorites as Homemade Chicken Nuggets,
Whole Wheat Pasta with Kale Pesto Cream Sauce, and Cinnamon Glazed Popcorn Meal plans and suggestions for kidpleasing school lunches, parties, and snacks "Real Food" anecdotes from the Leakes' own experiences A 10-day mini starterprogram, and much more.
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The Home Cook
Lauren Ulm is a vegan cook whose star is on the rise. She hosts a popular blog that is read by more than 30,000 a day.
She's a 2008 Veggie Awards winner from VegNews magazine who has been featured on The Martha Stewart Show, AOL,
and the hippest sites on the web, including BoingBoing.net and Etsy.com. Now she delights her blog fans, as well as millions
of vegetarian and vegan enthusiasts, with this sophisticated four-color cookbook filled with original and the most beloved
meals from her blog. From appetizers to desserts, breakfasts to dinners, as well as holiday- and company-worthy fare, Ulm
proves that vegan food doesn't have to be bland food. It's her love (okay, her obsession!) of making vegan foods exciting
that is evident in her creations—recipes that are as artistic as they are quirky. With 90 percent of her ingredients available
at any grocery store, her recipes are doable for the average person, and range from comfort-food staples like whoopee pies,
macaroni, and blueberry cobbler, to foods with a sophisticated flair like mojito cupcakes, daikon noodle salad, and flaky
pizza purse tapas appetizers. Stunning photographs and step-by-step instructions make Vegan Yum Yum an essential
resource for any vegan kitchen.

The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook
The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day is a fully revised and updated edition of the bestselling, ground-breaking, and
revolutionary approach to bread-making--a perfect gift for foodies and bakers! With more than half a million copies of their
books in print, Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François have proven that people want to bake their own bread, so long as they can
do it easily and quickly. Based on fan feedback, Jeff and Zoë have completely revamped their first, most popular, and nowclassic book, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day. Responding to their thousands of ardent fans, Jeff and Zoë returned to
their test kitchens to whip up more delicious baking recipes. They've also included a gluten-free chapter, forty all-new
gorgeous color photos, and one hundred informative black-and-white how-to photos. They've made the "Tips and
Techniques" and "Ingredients" chapters bigger and better than ever before, and included readers' Frequently Asked
Questions. This revised edition also includes more than thirty brand-new recipes for Beer-Cheese Bread, Crock-Pot Bread,
Panini, Pretzel Buns, Apple-Stuffed French Toast, and many more. There's nothing like the smell of freshly baked bread to
fill a kitchen with warmth, eager appetites, and endless praise. Now, using Jeff and Zoë's innovative technique, you can
create bread that rivals those of the finest bakers in the world in just five minutes of active preparation time.

Doughnuts
Gluten-free cooking has never been this easy—or affordable! Tired of spending three times as much (or more) on glutenfree prepared foods? If you’re ready to slash the cost of your grocery bill, you’ve come to the right place. In Gluten-Free on
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a Shoestring, savvy mom Nicole Hunn shows how every gluten-free family can eat well without breaking the bank. Inside
this comprehensive cookbook, you’ll find 125 delicious and inexpensive gluten-free recipes for savory dinners, favorite
desserts, comfort foods, and more, plus Nicole’s top money-saving secrets. Recipes include: Apple-Cinnamon Toaster
Pastries • Focaccia • Spinach Dip • Ricotta Gnocchi • Chicken Pot Pie • Szechuan Meatballs • Tortilla Soup •Baked Eggplant
Parmesan• Never-Fail White Sandwich Bread • Banana Cream Pie with Graham Cracker Crust • Blueberry Muffins •
Cinnamon Rolls • Perfect Chocolate Birthday Cake With advice on the best values and where to find them, meal planning
strategies, and pantry-stocking tips, Gluten-Free on a Shoestring is your essential guide. Never fall victim to the overpriced,
pre-packaged gluten-free aisle again. Roll on by—happier, healthier, and wealthier.

Cake Pops
This volume aims to capture the entire microbiome analysis pipeline, sample collection, quality assurance, and
computational analysis of the resulting data. Chapters detail several example applications of microbiome research, and the
protocols described in this book are complemented with short perspectives about the history, current state, and future
directions of protocols in microbiomics. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format,
chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily
reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and cutting-edge,
Microbiome Analysis: Methods and Protocols aims to ensure successful results in the further study of this vital field.

Cook with Me
Presents a selection of recipes for traditional breakfast favorites as well as newly created taste treats

Time to Eat
A chocolate-glazed doughnut and cup of coffee is a match made in heaven for many North Americans, but wait! Something
new is happening in the doughnut world: boutique bakeries are popping up everywhere, and "designer doughnuts" are all
the rage. The best news of all is that they're actually easy to make at home. And really, is there anything more scrumptious
than a fresh doughnut? In Doughnuts, prepare to be tempted by more than fifty recipes, including Chai, Huckleberry
Cheesecake, and Red Velvet. Of course, the cookbook is also full of traditional recipes for favorites like Old-Fashioned Sour
Cream and Chocolate Raised doughnuts, as well as vegan and gluten-free recipes. The mouthwatering photography and
tasty recipes will leave readers and home cooks drooling and dreaming about doughnuts.
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Laura in the Kitchen
The executive producer of Keeping Up with the Kardashians combines personal favorite recipes with hosting tips that can
be adapted to any budget. 75,000 first printing.

Bigger Bolder Baking
Features recipes ranging from cupcakes and muffins to miniature pies, cheesecakes, and cups filled with savory ingredients
that can be made using the kitchen appliance.

Will It Waffle?
175 Best Babycakes Cupcake Maker Recipes
From chef and online baking star Gemma Stafford, you can get more than 100 accessible, flavor-packed recipes that
anyone can make—anytime, anywhere—in her very first baking cookbook. Gemma Stafford—chef and host of the top online
baking show Bigger Bolder Baking—has worked as a pastry chef at a monastery in Ireland, a Silicon Valley tech startup, and
a Michelin-starred restaurant in San Francisco, and now brings her incredible desserts to life every week for millions of
viewers via YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and her popular website, BiggerBolderBaking.com. Gemma hopes to restore
baking as an everyday art, and this dessert cookbook is your guide. BAKE WITH CONFIDENCE 100+ sweet and simple
dessert recipes for maximum deliciousness with minimal effort Use just a few common ingredients and basic kitchen tools
for bold twists on cakes, cookies, pies, ice cream, and more Every recipe has gorgeous color photography and step-by-step
instructions that anyone can follow with ease ANYTIME BAKING An approach unique among baking cookbooks, the chapters
are organized by the basic tools you’ll need—such as Wooden Spoon & Bowl, Rolling Pin, or No Oven Needed—so you can
choose the recipes that are most convenient for you during any spur-of-the-moment craving BOLD NEW RECIPES &
CLASSICS Surefire hits include Chocolate Lava Pie, Baked Cinnamon-Sugar Churros, Gemma’s Best-Ever Chocolate Chip
Cookies, “In Case of Emergency” One-Minute Mug Brownie, Raspberry Swirl Cheesecake Ice Cream, and many more BONUS:
A chapter on Bold Baking Basics includes essential techniques, tips, and in-a-pinch substitutions so you can whip up
Gemma’s irresistible desserts with confidence

My Little Pony Baking Book
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Create a culinary mosaic with this Middle Eastern cookbook! When Faith Gorsky married her Syrian husband, she was
introduced to a cultural and culinary world that would forever change how she experienced food and cooking. Gorsky's
mother-in-law took her under her wing, and in 6 months gave her a thorough course in Middle Eastern cooking that became
the basis for her popular website, An Edible Mosaic—and now this book. The growth and success of her website and her
growing interest in dishes from the Middle East led to even more trips to the area, where she deepened her knowledge of
the food and acquired more recipes to cook and share with her husband and the online community. In this Syrian cookbook,
Gorsky shares her favorite recipes from throughout the region: Lamb or Beef Kebab, Several Ways (Mashawi) Creamy
Chickpea and Yogurt Casserole (Fetteh) Parsley Salad with Bulgur Wheat (Tabbouleh) Sumac-Spiced Chicken (Musakhan)
Pan Seared White Cheese And 75 more, paired with 175 color photographs Her love for the cuisine of her husband's
homeland comes across in her enthusiasm for putting together these Syrian recipes, and in the awareness that Middle
Eastern cooking is more than just a means of sustenance—it lies at the epicenter of gatherings with family and friends.

Pop Bakery Kit
Joy the Baker Cookbook includes everything from "Man Bait" Apple Crisp to Single Lady Pancakes to Peanut Butter Birthday
Cake. Joy's philosophy is that everyone loves dessert; most people are just looking for an excuse to eat cake for breakfast.

Mini Pies
The all-in-one cooking bible for a new generation with 300 recipes for everything from simple vinaigrettes and roast chicken
to birthday cake and cocktails. For Alex Guarnaschelli—whose mother edited the seminal 1997 edition of The Joy of
Cooking, which defined the food of the late twentieth century—a life in food and cookbooks was almost predestined. Now an
accomplished chef and author in her own right (and mom to a young daughter), Alex pens a cookbook for the way we eat
today. For generations raised on vibrant, international flavors and supermarkets stocked with miso paste, harissa, and other
bold condiments and ingredients, here are 300 recipes to replace their parents’ Chicken Marbella, including Glazed FiveSpice Ribs, Roasted Eggplant Dip with Garlic Butter Naan, Roasted Beef Brisket with Pastrami Rub, Fennel and Orange Salad
with Walnut Pesto, Quinoa Allspice Oatmeal Cookies, and Dark Chocolate Rum Pie.

Kiwi Kitchen
Provides recipes for use with the Babycakes Cake Pop Maker, chiefly desserts but also savory appetizers--including red
velvet cake pops, apple pie donuts, Buffalo chicken balls, Halloween eyeballs, and gluten-free and vegan options.
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Gluten-Free on a Shoestring
*Best read on color devices of 7” or larger. The long-awaited first cookbook from the creator and host of the Internet’s most
popular baking show, Nerdy Nummies: a collection of Rosanna Pansino’s all-time favorite geeky recipes as well as
sensational new recipes exclusive to this book. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook is quirky, charming, and fun, featuring the
recipes behind Rosanna Pansino’s celebrated, one-of-a-kind creations, as well as beautiful, mouthwatering photographs
throughout. It is the perfect companion that you’ll turn to whenever you want to whip up a delicious treat and be
entertained all at once. And best of all, these treats are as simple as they are fun to make! No need for costly tools or
baking classes to create these marvelous delights yourself. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook combines two things Rosanna
loves: geek culture and baking. Her fondness for video games, science fiction, math, comics, and lots of other things
considered “nerdy” have inspired every recipe in this book. You’ll find the recipes for many beloved fan favorites from the
show, such as Apple Pi Pie, the Chocolate Chip Smart Cookie, and Volcano Cake; as well as many new geeky recipes, such
as Dinosaur Fossil Cake, Moon Phase Macarons, and the Periodic Table of Cupcakes. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
showcases Rosanna’s most original and popular creations, and each recipe includes easy-to-follow photo instructions and a
stunning shot of the finished treat in all its geeky glory: a delicious confection sure to please the geek in all of us!

Microbiome Analysis
At long last, the companion cookbook to the hit YouTube cooking show with recipes for 120 simple, delicious ItalianAmerican classics When Laura Vitale moved from Naples to the United States at age twelve, she cured her homesickness by
cooking up endless pots of her nonna’s sauce. She went on to work in her father’s pizzeria, but when his restaurant
suddenly closed, she knew she had to find her way back into the kitchen. Together with her husband, she launched her
Internet cooking show, Laura in the Kitchen, where her enthusiasm, charm, and irresistible recipes have won her millions of
fans. In her debut cookbook, Laura focuses on simple recipes that anyone can achieve—whether they have just a little time
to spend in the kitchen or want to create an impressive feast. Here are 110 all-new recipes for quick-fix suppers, such as
Tortellini with Pink Parmesan Sauce and One- Pan Chicken with Potatoes, Wine, and Olives; leisurely entrées, including
Spinach and Artichoke-Stuffed Shells and Pot Roast alla Pizzaiola; and 10 fan favorites, like Cheesy Garlic Bread and NoBake Nutella Cheesecake. Laura tests her recipes dozens of times to perfect them so the results are always spectacular.
With clear instructions and more than 100 color photographs, Laura in the Kitchen is the perfect guide for anyone looking to
get comfortable at the stove and have fun cooking. From the Hardcover edition.

How to Make Anything Gluten-Free
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Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is
America’s most trusted home cook when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and made from
all-natural, easy-to-find ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes that you’d
swear are anything but. It only takes one look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy Fettuccini Alfredo
with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins"
that truly fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar and
butter-free but still totally indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25
must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when she wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She
turned to Weight Watchers for help and liked the program but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her stay on
track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could eat happily while losing weight. With 100
stunning photographs and detailed nutritional information for every recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible
resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will love.

Bread
Are you avoiding gluten but yearn for fresh bread, all your favorite takeaways or a naan bread with your curry? And for your
sweet tooth do you crave jam doughnuts, bakery-style cookies and classic cakes? How to Make Anything Gluten-Free is the
first cookbook that shows you how to unlock all the food you truly miss eating - but nothing tastes or looks "gluten-free".
Becky Excell has spent years developing delicious dishes and sharing them with her followers on Instagram. She is here to
show you that a gluten-free life can be exciting and easy, without having to miss out on your favorite foods ever again. Why
restrict yourself to the obvious soups, salads and fruit? What you really want are the recipes that you think you can't eat!
From proper chicken chow mein to pad thai, doughnuts to lemon drizzle cake, cheesecake to profiteroles, French baguettes
to pizza, plus dairy-free, vegan, veggie and low FODMAP options, Becky gives you all the recipes you'll ever need with tips
and advice on how to make absolutely anything gluten-free.

The Breakfast Book
The New York Times bestselling, IACP award-winning cookbook (and a Cooking Light Top 100 Cookbook of the Last 25
Years) from the celebrated food blogger and founder of smittenkitchen.com. Deb Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or
a restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special
occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes
available to her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million results.
Where do you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her
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award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a
few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her
beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable, uncompromised home cooking. Here
you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich;
cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes
you’ll slip to a friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing results
in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking for a crowd; and
the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to
savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.

Tasty Dessert
What’s the one thing that plant-based, paleo, and several whole food diets all agree on? Eating dairy free! For millions of
people, this one simple change—cutting out milk and other dairy products—has resolved most, if not all, of their adverse
health symptoms and helps to reduce the risk of many common medical concerns, including allergies, skin conditions, and
even cancer. And it’s easier than you might think. Eat Dairy Free is the cookbook you’ve been craving to enjoy a dairy-free
diet without special substitutes. Alisa Fleming, author of the bestselling dairy-free guide and cookbook Go Dairy Free,
shares more than 100 recipes for satisfying yet nutritious dairy-free breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks, and healthier
desserts that use regular ingredients. Completely free of milk-based ingredients, including casein, whey, and lactose, these
recipes are safe for those with milk allergies and other dairy-related health issues. And for those with further special diet
needs, every recipe has fully tested gluten-free and egg-free options, and most have soy- and nut-free preparations, too.
Inside, discover delectable dishes such as: Mushroom-Pesto Pizza Shake & Bake Buttermylk Chicken Peanut Power Protein
Bars Chocolate Banana Split Muffins Southwestern Sunrise Tacos Mylk Chocolate Cupcakes Cheesy Twice-Baked Potatoes
Strawberry Cheeseshakes Live well and eat dairy free!

Joy the Baker Cookbook
If you like cake, you'll love cake POPs - the delicious little treats that are a cross between a cake and a popsicle. Now you
can make your own with this gorgeous kit. Discover cake POPs - a combination of moist cake and a sweet candy coating,
molded onto a popsicle stick, and then decorated to create a whole host of characters. Clare O'Connell of the POP Bakery
teaches you all you neet to know, from how to create the cake balls - a mouth-watering mixture of chocolate cake and icing
- to dipping the cake balls in the special candy coating. Then she explains how to shape the POPs and paint them using
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cocoa butter. Choose from 25 delightful designs, including cute pandas, frogs, penguins, plus a family of Russian dolls, mini
wedding cakes, and colorful marbles. With clear, step-by-step photography and Clare's easy-to-follow instructions, cake
POPs are incredibly fun and easy to bake and make. Both children and adults will adore these bitesize delights that are
perfect for parties and special occasions. So what are you waiting for? Start cake POPping now! * Includes a book with 25
recipes, a cupcake, and a birdie cake POP mold, popsicle sticks, cellophane bags, and ribbon so you can make beautiful
POPs and give them as gifts * The first edition of Pop Bakery sold over 50,000 copies * Topshop and Calvin Klein have been
using Clare's cake POPs for promotional events * Clare has been featured on DailyCandy, as well as in Look magazine, and
the Sunday Times (UK) business section

The Cartel 5
According to USA Weekend, over a quarter of the adults in the U.S. have tried a low-carb diet. Many people have enjoyed
lasting success. Others have felt mystified or deprived and given up! Whether you’re a first-timer or a “try, try-againer”,
this book helps you get with the low-carb program and stick with it! Building on the success of Low-Carb Dieting For
Dummies, it gives you loads of nutritional information plus more than 100 sumptuous low-carb recipes like Crunchy Brunch
Oatmeal Pecan Waffles, Caribbean Chicken, Chile Spiced Broccoli, and Lemon Torte with Raspberries. Low-Carb Cookbook
For Dummies includes: A complete nutritional analysis for each recipe so you can’t go wrong Lots of recipes for dishes with
5 carbs or less Recipes that de-carb no-nos like Southern fried chicken and Philly cheese steak sandwiches Recipes for
soups, seafood, and meat dishes, including pork chops, lamb and steaks (with a steak chart so you can chart a low-carb
course) Recipes for great desserts, including chocolate specialties and cheesecake Vegetarian recipes and crock pot
specialties Terrific wrap recipes using lettuce, tortillas, or crepes Guidelines for eating low-carb when you’re dining out or
brown-bagging it Author Jan McCracken, a health advocate and low-carber for more than ten years, has written two lowcarb cookbooks and is a contributor to numerous low-carb publications. Having fallen off the low-carb wagon several times
herself, she alerts you to things that can sabotage your success and clues you in on carb counting and techniques that have
worked for her. You’ll get started right with: Mini-courses on low-carb math and on low-carb nutritition and the glycemic
index A shopping list for stocking a low-carb kitchen The scoop on different kinds of carbs and artificial sweeteners Tips on
using spices creatively for variety and flavor Advice on incorporating exercise, including taking the first step (and lots more
steps) with a pedometer Tips for reducing stress (a common cause of bingeing) With this information, you won’t be
mystified. With the fantastic recipes, you won’t feel deprived. You will be inspired to stick to a low-carb lifestyle—one that
can help you lose weight and feel healthier!

Pressure Cooker Recipes
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The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple,
vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded
the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide
following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based,
mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring cookbook includes: •
Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. •
Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a snap •
Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with standard and metric ingredient
measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves delicious
food that happens to be healthy too.

Healthy Carb Cookbook For Dummies
How many great ideas begin with a nagging thought in the middle of the night that should disappear by morning, but
doesn’t? For Daniel Shumski, it was: Will it waffle? Hundreds of hours, countless messes, and 53 perfected recipes later,
that answer is a resounding: Yes, it will! Steak? Yes! Pizza? Yes! Apple pie? Emphatically yes. And that’s the beauty of being
a waffle iron chef—waffling food other than waffles is not just a novelty but an innovation that leads to a great end product,
all while giving the cook the bonus pleasure of doing something cool, fun, and vaguely nerdy (or giving a reluctant
eater—your child, say—a great reason to dig in). Waffled bacon reaches perfect crispness without burned edges, cooks
super fast in the two-sided heat source, and leaves behind just the right amount of fat to waffle some eggs. Waffled Sweet
Potato Gnocchi, Pressed Potato and Cheese Pierogi, and Waffled Meatballs all end up with dimples just right for trapping
their delicious sauces. A waffle iron turns leftover mac ’n’ cheese into Revitalized Macaroni and Cheese, which is like a
decadent version of a grilled cheese sandwich with its golden, buttery, slightly crisp exterior and soft, melty, cheesy
interior.

How To Be A Domestic Goddess
When a Boeing 747 drops out of the sky with the men of the Cartel aboard, the women of the family have to step into their
own. With the federal government on their heels and the family on the brink of destruction, a female dynasty is born. After
the government's case is thwarted, the ladies plan to take the family legit. They head west to establish a new endeavor, but
with new territory comes new problems. The Carter family name doesn't ring as loud as it did in Miami. It's a new set of
gangsters, a new set of rules, as the Cartel finds problems with an Arabic millionaire. Even as the new Cartel struggles to go
legit, trouble always finds a way into the family's circle. Larceny, deceit, and murder are all in the cards. The Cartel 5 is a
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page-turning thriller that promises to deliver. This mafia family tries to go corporate, but the streets won't let them. This is
the rise of the female Cartel . . . La Bella Mafia.

Vegan Yum Yum
The Oh She Glows Cookbook
What's cuter than a cupcake? A cake pop, of course! Wildly popular blogger Bakerella (aka Angie Dudley) has turned cake
pops into an international sensation! Cute little cakes on a stick from decorated balls to more ambitious shapes such as
baby chicks, ice cream cones, and even cupcakes these adorable creations are the perfect alternative to cake at any party
or get-together. Martha Stewart loved the cupcake pops so much she had Bakerella appear on her show to demonstrate
making them. Now Angie makes it easy and fun to recreate these amazing treats right at home with clear step-by-step
instructions and photos of more than 40 featured projects, as well as clever tips for presentation, decorating, dipping,
coloring and melting chocolate, and much more.

Eat Dairy Free
FAST, FUN FINGER FOODS. You love your cake pop maker for baking dessert on a stick, but it’s also ideal for creating bitesize versions of your favorite dishes. In under five minutes, you can cook palate-pleasing pop-in-your-mouth morsels that
are hot and spicy, crispy and salty, or fresh and filling: • Eggs Benedict Bites • Chocolate Croissant Pops • Jalapeño Poppers
• Spinach-Artichoke Cheese Pops • Chicken Cordon Bleu • Lobster-Shrimp Risotto Bites • Shepherd’s Pie • Flank Steak
Fajitas • Black Bean Quesadilla Pops • Monte Cristo Bites Reinventing your favorite appliance to make treats that go way
beyond sweets, Savory Bites from Your Cake Pop Maker offers recipes for whipping up mouthwatering appetizers, handheld
sides and creative entrees. The book’s step-by-step directions and eye-popping photos show how easy it is to make any
meal fun and festive. It offers one-of-a-kind recipes that are perfect for everything from impressing party guests and
providing movie-time bites to delighting kids at lunch and livening up dinner.

The Skinnytaste Cookbook
TV cooking programmes have become enormously popular over recent years but hardly any of them deal with the kind of
food that we eat on an everyday basis. Not so the Kiwi Kitchen series. Over 17 episodes, presenter Richard Till explored the
length and breadth of New Zealand ferreting out local people who are handy in the kitchen persuading them to share their
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recipes for everyday 'Kiwi tucker' and, as often as not, the history behind their particular dish. Here, in the colourful and
entertaining book based on the second series of 10 episodes, are all the featured recipes including home-made pies,
substantial salads, fritters, boil-ups, afternoon tea goodies, deliciously rib-sticking after-dinner treats such as trifle and jam
pudding and much more. Richard Till's humorous observations run alongside the recipes, all of which are photographed in
full colour. An ex-restaurateur, Christchurch-based Richard Till writes regularly for 'Zest', the food and wine section of the
Christchurch Press, and the Sunday Star Times. He is also a regular guest on National Radio's Nine till Noon's 'Sounds
Delicious' food slot. In 2007 Kiwi Kitchen won the NZ Guild of Food Writers Ocean Spray Electronic Media Award for the way
it 'celebrated food, through wonderful people, characters and the revitalising of recipes discovered'.

The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
TINY HANDHELD TREATS, GIANT MOUTHWATERING FLAVORS The flaky crust and delectable filling of traditional pie in the
ultimate grab-and-go, fun-sized desserts—mini pies! Do you love the taste of pie but prefer the cute size of a cupcake?
Then toss the pie pan, grab your muffin tin and open this book. With delicious recipes, easy-to-follow instructions and
stunning color photographs, Mini Pies provides everything you need to bake these adorable miniature desserts with
professional results. Featuring gourmet recipes for a range of fruit, custard, nut and savory delights, Mini Pies serves up
hold in-your-hand, single-serving versions of all your favorites, as well as the authors’ all-new creations, including: •Apple •
Cherry • Strawberry • Pumpkin • Key Lime • Lemon Meringue • Chocolate Cream • Bourbon Pecan • Honey and Pine Nut •
Dilled Spinach Quiche • Onion, Olive and Thyme Tart Whether you are baking a single batch to have around the house for
your family or making a collection of different mini pies to offer guests at your next party, this book is packed with tips,
tricks and techniques for creating crowd-pleasing mini pies. The authors guide you step-by-step through making the perfect
crust, plus graham cracker, vegan, shortbread and gluten-free variations.

Pure Vanilla
Ready to rise from baking newbie to MVP? Tasty gives you the low-down on basics, from building a fuss-free pantry to
mastering 70+ easy-as-pie desserts--both new hits and old favorites. You'll stuff, layer, frost, and meringue your way to the
cherry on top of pretty much every meal. If Confetti Birthday Soufflé, No-Bake 16-Layer S'mores Cake, and Sour Cherry
Fritters don't ﬂoat your boat (are you feeling ok?), here are 75 recipes for any hankering, mood, or occasion, whether you're
jonesing for a sugar adventure with friends or having a late-night dessert emergency. Just don't forget to save a piece of it
for yourself.

Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking
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This eye-popping book, packed with color and wonder, will transport young readers into the world of My Little Pony,
specifically, the Sugar Cube Corner Bakery where fan-favorite pony Pinkie Pie works for Mr. and Mrs. Cake, the two pony
bakers who create all of the tastiest treats in town. Pinkie Pie will give readers a “tour” of the bakery, during which readers
will learn all about baking. She’ll also share why baking is great, how it makes people happy, feeds them, expresses love,
and more. She’ll then share 50 or her favorite, easy-to-make recipes, designed to require a minimum of help from parents
and caregivers. Each recipe appears in full, vibrant color, with commentary and advice provided by the most popular My
Little Pony characters. Recipe sections include: · Cakes and cupcakes · Pies · Cookies and bars · Breads · Breakfast treats ·
Pizzas · Other savory surprises!

In the Kitchen with Kris
From the host of the beloved Netflix series Time to Eat and winner of The Great British Baking Show come over 100 timesmart recipes to tackle family mealtime. Nadiya Hussain knows that feeding a family and juggling a full work load can be
challenging. Time to Eat solves mealtime on weeknights and busy days with quick and easy recipes that the whole family
will love. Nadiya shares all her tips and tricks for making meal prep as simple as possible, including ideas for repurposing
leftovers and components of dishes into new recipes, creating second meals to keep in the freezer, and using shortcuts--like
frozen foods--to cut your prep time significantly. In Time to Eat, Nadiya teaches you to make recipes from her hit Netflix
show, including Peanut Butter & Jelly Traybake, Instant Noodles, Egg Rolls, and zesty Marmalade Haddock. Each recipe also
notes exactly how long it will take to prepare and cook, making planning easy. Helpful icons identify which recipes can be
made ahead, which ones are freezer-friendly, and which ones can be easily doubled.

175 Best Babycakes Cake Pops Recipes
In the tradition of WONDER and TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD this award-winning New York Times bestseller is an intensely
moving, lyrically-written novel. COUNTING BY 7S tells the story of Willow Chance, a twelve-year-old genius who is obsessed
with diagnosing medical conditions and finds comfort in counting by 7s. It has never been easy for her to connect with
anyone other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn't kept her from leading a quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly
Willow's world is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash, leaving her alone in a baffling world. Her
journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully believable surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read.
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